
January 21, 1999 

bear Harold, 

I am finally getting all the loose ends from my trek tucked in and 
pia 	can get back to a reattack on the JFK "thing." 	Most of my problems from 

,o -the trek relate to straightening out other people's screw-ups:: I wrote 
c smy vaztibus book clubs to send NO reply cards, editor's choices, etc, during my 

-• m ,abtence, but, when I returned there were books I did not order and their 
E 4-) attendant bills. I had a late charge on a credit card even though the chetk 

o 

• 

a wm 
e was dated, cashed and deposited way ahead of the deadline. Then, I ordered 
g 	Christmas gifts frymh- NY catalog and got a duplicate order (one each to the  

• 2 

 w i „ 0ge.f t receivers and a whole shiptent to me) in fact one was a tryplicate!! 

• 111 
• madnd, of course, I was billed twice:: It takes time to get all these boo-

C)
boos straightened out and obviously the om uter is at fault!!! I need to g 

1:51  
a c -Ito Gary Mack since I was told at Lancer9B that arkland released many more 
m 	5pertinent documents to the Sixth Floor Museum. Also I want to write to some 

KLancer9B speakers and point out some holes in their presentations. 
c 

• o w 	I wrote you how well Mary Fereell is doing and how great she loolcs!!!! 
• -1 

• .-4 E-That, too, is a 4ontact I do not want to lose!: 
4 m 
4 E- 	I told a couple of gals who are into COPA and the MLK murder that they are 

01-• 
81 A',7,; wasting time, if they do not stAtl with you!!! They are Tammy CArter and 
Re -'11 - w Martha Bragg.I hope that is okay?? 	I told them to take care beca04e of your 
• 4...1 	 F 

c ;4 nand Lil's health situation!! I know that trying to be helpful at such a time 
o,)avoican bet...tying!!! Both of them are running off into dead ends!!I think they 
-4 o P 
.-4 E eare actually 'doing grunt work for others at COPA. 
.-1 	a 

m My book clu4 are touting Wally Lamb's I KNOW THIS MUCH IS TRUE. When 
J

• 

J m that principle is applied to the JFK case, an interesting result occurs: 

When the decision was made for the murder, LBJ was considered to be Okay:: 
IA- 0 

O• 

• 

m %hat immediately brings up another question: if someone else lt had been VP wmal 

o m would the murder have happened?? For a lone nut the answer is YES and for a m 
e o plotters the answer is maybe BUT probABLY NOT”Of course, tcie must ask next, if 
a c 

JFK had not been president, a lone nut would still fire but it would be NO m g 
g 43 for plotters. one can only conclude that the murder took place to elimin-

ate JFK NOT to make LBJ president::11 
g o o w 	I believe JFK was a constitutionalist and he felt the document was as 
w O 0  , viable and valid in 1963 as it was in 1776:: He realized that the balance of 

power with the legislature and judiciary, as well as the seperation of powers. 
(..) -I no longer  exl5sted!!! The very departments, agencies and organizations that 
O o  had been established to aid the fact-finding and decision-making of the ex- 

o 'c A  ecutive had acjually sapped it:: 	He found this out in trusting those 

N w N 
m entities in ti0h)Bay of Pigs fiasco. Except for Bobby, he had only himself to 

• -"I  trust. He not only planned to shut off the spigots that were making men rich, 
c-e! w but, to elimitnate them entirely:: His Ececutive Order 11110 restoring the 

wi concrete maneuver and example. JFK was murdered for what he was planning to 
o w 

N 4'1 
w 	constitytional central bank in lieu of the Federal Reserve SMstem.was a 

NOT for what he Dalp2E9:: Well over 50 years ago, a tract crossed my des! 
,,2 that covered what would bring the USA down; it wqs titled, COWARDICE, 

o =  
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AVARICE and GREED!!! 
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Ultimately, events of this magnitude and scope come down to money in 
some forWM and the more I read of JFK's rise to power and his taking 

charge, the more I see the many facets of sgoiety that bore pressure on 

the executive and the ultmate power he had;::! 

In Herb Par;i'net's book, the author points out that JFK was "determined 
to go down in our history books as a great president" and he was told 
civil rights was the best way to get there:: It is in this area that the 
bitterness of H.L. Hunt arises and the names of LB and John Connally appea.  

There had to be a great fear among the spigot-and federal.trough 

swillers who feared a ret'Jrn to true constitutional USA governing:::: 
No one owned JFK and could send him marching off to their tunel!:It is 
interesting that LBJ was considered"okay." A return to the constitution 
Was counter to the transition in progress of "new world.' When brainless 

boobs can rake in billions without doing anything, 141 is enough enough???? 

I saw it on a micro scale dealing with the council back in Minnesota. 

They wanted our farm for a park and held up the sale to a ceveloper for 
51/2 years::: From outright greed!! Actually, they did not want it for a 

park but wanted to 'set it aside" under the federal OpenZSpace program. 
As I already wrote, the councilmen would "buy' land (take title) and 
'resell it to the feds at a huge profit. We were offered $350,000 for 

	

40 acrey, a large sum since Mom and Dad paid $3000 for it in 1931  	

Then, "they" sell it to the feds for $30,000 an acre ( $1.2 million) 

and pocket the difference - no questions asked!!! We said NO and they 
finally threw in the towel as they looked sillier and sillier in the public 
record - including cable TV!!! 	A developer bought it for $447,000 and 
will build 23 fine homes all facing the Mississippi and St. Paul!!! We 
might be no better off than having taken the $350,000, but, we do have 
the satisfaction that "they" didn't get their way""' Before it was 

ch  1i 	4hings got pretty bitter and "friends" were at each others throats!!! 
Greed popped up and strange "facts" were pulled in from deep in the back-
ground. People harbor dislikes and hates from way back!!! 

I am still trying to sell here so I can move to Blandon to be near 
my son and new grandson. They are in Miiesota this weekend since my son's 
wife never saw snow before. (We don't know about the grandson because he ,ve 
can't talk yeti!) Too many places for sale in this complex. The kids up 
north inherit these places and thing a lump of $20.000 is large::: They 
apply the $20 towards a Cadillac and come down to look at what they had 
inherited (and sold) and eventually they return in their Yugos and moan 
about how foolish they were:! Well, I'll wait it out and get my price. 

I recall thinking about Ireland when my son was in Europe scouting 
for an office for a computer company he was working for. He wised up and 

decided he could do the same thing for himself!: He has sold spa ms to 
the army, the Pittsburgh Oirates, Chile and other "biggies." Eve one 
seems to want a turnkey system which opens doors for a lot of "gates." 

I do hope this letter finds you and Lil on the mend and I do not expect 
you tWb respond one-on-one as you have done in the oast!!! 

Best of everything to you both and I do hope you will be doing as well 
as Mary 	 

‘42- 1■e The very boa,s/ 	Paul Haller 


